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Abstract
Growing mobility of important parts of the world’s population has led to a 
massive increase in multilingualism in post-modern societies and a lasting 
change from homoglossic to polyglossic communities with important “deter-
ritorialised” linguistic minorities, mostly plurilingual to a variable degree. 
Ideologies and practices of communication in old and new multilingual con-
texts vary largely. The “solutions” for overcoming potential problems go from 
using a lingua	franca (often English), inventing pidgin like emergent varieties, 
choosing the language of one of the interlocutors known ( partially) by the 
others (namely in the case of immigrants), insisting on receptive competences 
(everybody uses his or her own language, e. g. in officially multilingual institu-
tions), to various forms of mixed speech and, of course, to interpretation and 
translation processes. Drawing on extensive field work in bilingual institutions 
and multilingual companies in Europe, particularly in Switzerland, we p ropose 
to discuss various ways of mobilizing multilingual repertoires in situations of 
cross-linguistic and intercultural communication. The analyzed data will 
mainly consist of dyadic and polyadic oral interactions. It will also include 
written texts and signs that are part of the linguistic landscape. Our work is 
grounded in the assumption that multilingualism is no longer considered a 
marginal phenomenon, only of interest to specialists, but instead a character-
istic of the majority of human beings.
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language	communities	that	were	in	contact	peripherally,	through	trade	r	elations	
and	exogamous	marriages,	but	were	 fundamentally	monolingual.	 In	modern	


















to	 discourse-transmitted	 knowledge	 of	 all	 varieties.	 Bilinguals,	 particularly	
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glish	 has	 also	 a	 great	 potential	 for	 promoting	 international	 understanding.	 (Juliane	
House,	Guardian Weekly,	April	19,	2001)
This	opinion	is	very	frequently	heard	in	interviews	with	leaders	of	opinion	in-













speaks	 it	well	as	L2.	But	when	 the	head	of	 the	communications	department	
joins	his	team,	everyone	at	the	meeting	switches	to	English:
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socially	 significant	 interaction.	The	 totality	of	 these	 resources	constitute	 the	
linguistic	repertoire	of	a	person	or	a	community	(Gal	1986),	not	in	an	“addi-
tive”	sense	(the	multilingual	person	as	a	kind	of	combination	of	various	mono-
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of	 the	 discursive	 and	 pragmatic	 dimensions	 of	 language	 use.	 However,	 for	
Hymes	and	his	successors	(for	example,	Canale	and	Swain	1980),	 the	focus	

















the	 elaboration	 and	 the	 mobilization	 of	 competences	 are	 configured	 in	 the	
course	of	practical	activities	that	are	linked	to	specific	sociocultural	contexts	
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written	 public	 space.	 Indeed,	 as	 a	 consequence	 of	 massive	 demographic	
changes,	the	urban	linguistic	landscape5	(“cityscape”)	of	many	European	cities	
is	 characterized	by	a	growing	presence	of	 “other	 languages”,	 i.e.	 languages	
that	are	not	traditionally	used	in	the	respective	area.	In	Basel,	a	Swiss	city	lo-
cated	 at	 the	French	 and	German	border	 and	officially	monolingual	German	
speaking,	we	can	find	signs	of	more	 than	50	 languages	 in	use,	among	 them	
German,	English,	French,	 Italian,	Romanche,	Spanish,	Portuguese,	Russian,	






– Kids & Co — Mode für Kinder
– Johann Wanner — Weihnachtsbaumschmuckausstattungsgeschäft — devote 
yourself to glamour
– Last Season — Schmuck & Uhren Outlet der Chronometrie Spinnler + 
Schweizer AG
– Stichkabinett — René Tschirren Modern Arts
– WoMenArt — Schmuck für Frau und Mann; great waves schmuck-atelier
– Coiffure Black and White — Damen + Herren — Hair & Kosmetik
– Marcel’s Toy — & Antik-Shop;
Other	examples	combine	German	and	Italian:
– La libreria — italienische Buchhandlung;
German	and	Swedish:
– Bitte keine Reklame in diesen Briefkasten! — Reklam, nej tack!
Swiss	German	and	French:
– Le confiseur — Aebischer — Spaleschoggi
Swiss	German	and	English:




– tapas, vino y más — spalenburg — restaurant • take-away • catering;
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Italian,	English,	French:














Figure	1.	 Trilingual hairdresser’s shop window in Basel
Figure	2.	 Trilingual inscription on the door of a Tibetan shop in Basel
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German	and	because	the	public	presence	of	a	language	is	more	determined	by	
its	position	 in	 the	prevalent	 language	value	system	than	by	 its	demographic	
strength;	 this	also	explains	 the	high	visibility	of	English	which	 is,	however,	
mostly	combined	with	German,	where	English	connotes	the	glamour	of	global-
ization	while	German	 ensures	 the	 understanding.	Nevertheless,	 Basel’s	 lin-
guistic	landscape	is	most	intriguingly	polyglossic.	On	the	one	hand,	it	confirms	






speaking	 different	 languages	 do	 not	 run	 on	 separate	 tracks,	 never	 actually	













However,	 if	 we	 hypothesize	 that	 a	 plurilingual	 competence	 is	 a	 distinct	
feature,	a	kind	of	trademark,	of	modern	urban	populations,	then	we	will	have	
to	find	signs	of	this,	aside	from	the	linguistic	landscape,	in	other	observable	
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19	 G7:	 	 [negli	/FGG/s]	sono	i	due	tre	che	hanno	fatto	tutto	il
20	 	 	führungsprozess	con	tutti	mezzi	ma	sono	gli	unici
21	 	 due	che	[xxx?]	tac!	andiamo	sotto	stärken?	schwächen?
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22	 	 et&










How	does	 the	 choice	 of	 language	work	 in	 this	 context?	 Firstly,	 the	 service	
regulations	 (Dienstreglement)	 require	 the	 superior	 authority	 to	 use	 the	 lan-
guage	of	the	subordinates	(Spolsky	[2009]	calls	this	“the	sergeant’s	problem”).	
















G7	 comments	 on	 the	 working	 process	 (e.g.	 l’abbiamo elaborato assieme),	
gives	further	explanations	(e.g.	euh come il rosso),	notices	of	intention	(e.g.	in 





Of	will	address	SC	in	French,	which	corresponds	 to	 their	habitual	 language	
choice.	Throughout	 the	discussion,	 technical	 terms	are	 in	German.	Not	only	
does	this	reflect	the	dominance	of	German	in	the	guidelines,	but	also	that	not	
all	Swiss	military	terminology	exists	in	Italian.
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Generally	speaking,	SC,	probably	the	most	multilingual	member	of	the	staff,	











viduals	 make	 very	 pragmatic	 use	 of	 all	 the	 communicative	 resources	 they	
share.	“German	only”	could	also	be	an	alternative	as	shown	in	more	formal	
contexts.	But	normative	representations	of	either	monolingual language	usage,	
or	of	 the	“Swiss	model”,	are	 totally	absent.	At	 the	same	 time	we	get	a	first	
glimpse	of	existing	power	relations	between	SC	and	his	collaborators.	Com-
munication	does	not,	of	course,	occur	in	a	“neutral	space”;	multilingual	speakers	





(Council	 of	Europe	2001).	 In	 order	 to	measure	 the	 success	 of	 this	 commu-
nicative	event	we	do	not	have	to	assess	the	quality	of	the	language(s)	spoken,	
but	we	do	have	to	answer	the	question	of	whether	the	goal	of	the	interaction	









place,	a	kind	of	uniform.	His	dominant	 language	 is	German,	as	 it	 is	 for	 the	
majority	of	the	audience.	But	several	of	those	present	at	the	HR	meeting	repre-
sent	branches	in	the	French	and	Italian	speaking	parts	of	the	country	and	there	
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157	 MG:	 	 [valable]
158	 Hn:	 	valable	merci	pour	deux	mois.	septembre	octobre.	also
159	 	 bis	jetzt	isch	gültig	septämber	[oktober]&
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frequency	 (the	 presence	 of	 French	 is	 somewhat	 symbolic).	 Some	 short	 se-
quences	are	translated,	but	it	is	far	from	being	every	utterance.	For	the	rest	of	
the	time	he	freely	switches	from	German	to	French	and	vice	versa.	Speaking	
much	better	German	 than	French	 (as	can	be	 seen	 in	his	 syntax	and	 the	 fre-













tory.	The	participants	were:	 Jamal	H.,	 the	head	of	 the	 lab	 (his	 repertoire	of	
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1239	 JH:	 	 [then	it’s	very	good]	it’s	really
1240	 	 really	good	because	then	mara
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selves	 to	one	of	 the	 languages	 in	 their	 repertoires,	but	 employ	 two	of	 them	

































working	with	Mara	 S.	 for	 a	 long	 time	 and	 recognizes	 quickly	whether	 she	
understands	him	or	not:
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sur	 le	 même	 niveau,	 et	 puis	 voilà,	 efficacité	 ça	 veut	 dire	 vraiment	 immédiatement	
lorsqu’on	a	fini	la	réunion	tout	le	monde	connaît	déjà	le	message.
[She	needs	to	understand	the	message	in	the	shortest	time	possible.	It’s	useless	to	speak	















configuration	 of	 their	 linguistic	 competences	 or	 rather	 of	 the	 representation	
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(hierarchy,	 politeness),	 the	 participants’	 unequal	 linguistic	 means,	 accepted	
customs	 and	 the	 degree	 of	monitoring	 that	 takes	 place	 (Lüdi	 and	 Py	 2003	
[1986]).
Let	 us	 quote	 for	 a	 last	 time	 Jamal	 H.	 who	 explains	 the	 reasons	 for	 his	
behavior:
Parce	qu’au	quotidien,	on	ne	se	rend	pas	compte	comment	on	jongle	avec	les	langues.	
















sible	 in	 countries	 like	Switzerland	 in	 general	 or	 the	Upper	Rhine	 region	 in	




Italian	–	German,	 etc.	 intercommunity	 communication	—	and	 an	 education	
policy	that	favored	the	learning	of	a	second	national	language	—	contributed	
to	the	construction	of	a	culture	of	communication	which	could	involve	a	higher	
acceptance	of	 “mixed”	 speech	compared	with	other	parts	of	 the	world.	Be-
cause	 an	 existing	 system	 of	 linguistic	 values	 determines	 which	 “linguistic	
capital”	the	knowledge	and	use	of	one	or	the	other	variety	conveys	(Gumperz	
1982;	Bourdieu	1982).
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2.	 	The	presence	of	a	diversity	of	 languages	 in	 the	workplace	 is	often	con-





















will	have	 to	focus,	on	 the	contrary,	on	 the	situated,	 localized	and	nego-
tiated	 use	 of	 variable	 linguistic	 resources	 that	 draw	 upon	 the	 multiple	
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	repertoires	of	all	the	participants	in	the	interaction	(Lüdi	2006).	Commu-





F	ranceschini	 (1998,	 1999),	 Pekarek	Doehler	 (2005)	 and	 others,	we	 are	























by	the	Basel	 team	of	 the	DYLAN	project.	This	 is	an	integrated	project	from	the	European	
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3.	 A	positive	assessment	of	partial	competences	also	sheds	new	light	on	the	“exolinguistic”	tech-
niques	 for	assuring	 intercomprehension	 in	 the	case	of	asymmetric	competences	as	we	will	
show	later	on.
4.	 One	might	call	this	model	another	manifestation	of	a	monolingual	ideology	in	the	sense	that	






scape	 of	 a	 given	 territory,	 region	 or	 urban	 agglomeration.”	 Cf.	 Gorter	 (2006);	 Backhaus	
(2007)	and	Shohamy	and	Gorter	(2008)	for	bibliographical	overviews.	As	for	 the	focus	on	
poly-/ heteroglossic	 urban	 areas	 see	 Calvet	 (1990)	 for	 Paris;	 Bagna	 and	 Barni	 (2005)	 for	
Rome;	Backhaus	(2007)	for	Tokyo;	Lüdi	(2007b)	for	Basel.
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